Kultur Festival 2010 is the only festival of its kind in South Florida. This second annual celebration of Jewish culture includes six days of concerts, presentations, lectures, song, dance, film and book arts. Festival events will showcase holdings in Florida Atlantic University Libraries’ Special Collections & Archives through the talents of guest artists, distinguished scholars and critically acclaimed musicians, including the Klezmer Company Orchestra (KCO), the library’s professional ensemble-in-residence. Conductor and Festival Director Aaron Kula and KCO perform the festival’s main event JudeoJazzistico in concert for the first time with the KlezKatz vocal ensemble.

Kultur Festival 2010 takes place on FAU’s Boca Raton campus at four venues: the Wimberly Library, the Live Oak Pavilion in the Student Union, the Barry and Florence Friedberg Lifelong Learning Center and the Carole and Barry Kaye Performing Arts Auditorium.